Boating, The Sport, The Passion with all the comforts only Toad Cove Brings

Yacht Club Features Include:
- Hi-Speed Wireless Internet Access
- Exclusive Lounge Area
- Private Gated Parking
- Full Access to Resort Amenities
- Basic Utilities Including Cable TV
- 24 Hour Security with Video Surveillance
- On-Site Management
- Gas Dock with Pump Out Service
- Special Room Rates

888.365.5620
WWW.TOADCOVE.COM

“Every vessel in our marina receives my personal attention on a daily basis. I look after each one as if she were my own.”

-Captain Marty Fulbright, Harbormaster, Licensed Master, USCG

All Slips Available on an Annual Basis Only

- 12'x30' - $3948 ($329/mo)
- 12'x40' - $4920 ($410/mo)
- 12'x48' - $5580 ($465/mo)
- 14'x48' - $5580 ($465/mo)
- 14'x40' - $5688 ($474/mo)
- PWC - $420 ($35/mo)
(Marina Tenant Only)

- 16'x40' - $5688 ($474/mo)
- 16'x44' - $6828 ($569/mo)
- 16'x48' - $6828 ($569/mo)
- 18'x56' - $7956 ($663/mo)
- 20'x60' - $8508 ($709/mo)
- 20'x72' - $9744 ($812/mo)

Boat Slip Nightly Rate
To Resort Guests Available Upon Availability